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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of a compact, reliable, low-cost, and efficient cryocooler capable of
delivering 2W of cooling at 10K using less than lkW of input power has demonstrated
analytically. The technical approach is to apply a high-efficiency thermodynamic cycle to a
compact and reliable small-scale system by implementing a modem microprocessor into a
mechanically innovative machine.
The innovations of the design include "floating" piston
expanders and electro-magnetic "smart" valves, which eliminate the need for mechanical
linkages and reduce the input power, size, and weight of the cryocooler in an affordable modular
design. It is predicted that a three-stage cryocooler operating with 15-bar helium could produce
2W of cooling at 10K while requiring less than lkW of compressor power. A laboratory
prototype is currently being designed and built for development testing in the Summer and Fall
of2002.
INTRODUCTION
Many current cryocoolers, most notably Stirling and pulse-tube types, have achieved
compactness and reliability by adopting mechanically simple cold head configurations at the
expense of thermodynamic efficiency. Large multi-stage terrestrial cryogenic reftigerators are
able to achieve higher thermodynamic efficiencies, but do so by employing mechanically
complex designs that are not feasible at a small scale. The ideal 10K spacecraft cryocooler
would have an efficiency comparable to that of large terrestrial machines, i.e., a power
requirement less than 1 kW per Watt of cooling at 10K, with the compactness and reliability of a
pulse-tube or Stirling cryocooler. In addition, for applications in space, a cryocooler requires
continuous multi-stage cooling capability with wide load-capacity, good temperature-stability,
low vibration, and low EM!.
An efficient mll1ti-stage 10K cryocooler with many of the above attributes is currently under
development by AMTI in conjunction with the Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory at MIT. This

design achieves compactness and reliability by using modern microelectronics to enable a
complex, but inherently efficient, cold head design. The cryocooler is based upon a novel
modification of the Collins cycle which is used in many high-efficiency terrestrial cryogenic
machines. Innovations of the proposed approach are several-fold, but all serve to reduce the
input power, size, and weight of the cryocooler in an affordable modular design. Size, cost, and
complexity are reduced in the proposed concept by employing a modular design whereby each
stage is of identical construction (except for expander and heat exchanger length), and where the
heat exchanger and expander are constructed as an integral unit. The expanders are of extremely
simple floating piston construction that requires no seals or mechanical power transmission
devices (e.g., connecting rods or crankshafts) to extract power from the cold expander. Piston
motion is controlled by electromagnetically actuated "smart" valves that require no mechanical
valve linkages or mechanical timing mechanisms. This further reduces system complexity,
improves reliability, and eliminates thermal leakage paths. Expander power is dissipated in the
warm end of the cryocooler using smart-valved throttles connecting to the compressor suction
and discharge, and to an accumulator volume. This cryocooler is expected to be significantly
more efficient than existing cryocoolers, so its compressor will be proportionally smaller. The
smaller compressor, its smaller power supply, and the reduced size of the necessary cooling
equipment will result in the most significantreduction in the overall system weight.
Modular construction allows the construction and assembly of each stage as a heat
exchanger-plus-expander assembly that slides into a cylindrical stage enclosure from the warm
end. With this arrangement the complete stage can be withdrawn without disturbing the vacuum
system. The stage enclosure is filled with low-pressure helium. The low-pressure stream that
pre-cools the next stage leaves the stage through a tubing connection near the bottom of the stage
enclosure. The stream passes through a tube connected into the side of the enclosure of the next
lower temperature stage. As the stream flows into the enclosure of the next stage, it joins the
flow in the low-pressure passage of the heat exchanger of the next stage. With this configuration
there is only a single cold tube crossing through the vacuum between stages.
CRYOCOOLER DESIGN
Design Paradigm

The modified Collins cycle cryocooler currently under development employs a design
paradigm that emphasizes the use of an inherently efficient thermodynamic cycle to meet
required performance goals, and then optimizes an efficient design for low cost, compactness,
light weight, and high reliability. This is opposed to the currently prevalent paradigm that
chooses a candidate cycle with low mechanical complexity (and hence low cost) without
sufficient regard for the inherent efficiency of the cycle, and then attempts to optimize a design
for better performance (higher efficiency). The current design paradigm has been very
successful for cryocoolers that operate above 20K. However, it has been less successful for
small-scale refrigeration at temperature of the order of 10K and below, due to the very large
power required by inefficient refrigerators of the current design for this temperature range. One
of the major reasons for the poor efficiency of current designs are the inherent characteristics of
the periodic-flow regenerative cycles employed, and the very low heat capacity of regenerator
packing at extremely low temperatures.
Large-scale machines, such as those used in the production of liquid helium, are generally
based on the Brayton or Collins cycles. These cycles may be characterized as employing
constant-pressure, quasi-steady, recuperative heat exchange between the high and low-pressure
gas streams, thereby requiring a two-stream heat exchanger. This compares with the variable
pressure, periodic, regenerative heat exchange of the Stirling, pulse-tube, or Gifford-McMahon
(G-M) cycles typically used in small-scale machines, which utilize a less expensive singlestream regenerator. The Brayton and Collins cycle machines also require valved or turbo
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expander/compressors, whereas the simpler regenerative cycles are valveless, or have only warm
valves (G-M cycle). The larger steady flow machines utilize pressure ratios on the order of 10 to
1 up to about 15 to 1, whereas the oscillating flow regenerative cycle machines usually utilize
pressure ratios of 3 to 1 or lower that require a significantlylower temperature difference for heat
transfer.
A comparison of the thermodynamic performance of reftigeration at 4K clearly shows the
potential for successful cryocooler design using the new paradigm. The large-scale, highefficiency machines based on the conventional Brayton and Collins cycles routinely operate with
input powers of about 740 watts per watt of reftigeration, which is only 10 times the ideal Carnot
power at 4K. Small commercial sub-10K G-M cryocoolers capable of about 1W of cooling at
4K have been available for several years (Daikin, Sumitomo, Leybold). These devices typically
require about 5kW - 7.5kW per Watt of cooling at 4K, which is about 70 to 100 times the Carnot
requirement!. The modified Collins cycle under development is particularly well suited for
cryocoolers operating ftom below 4K (liquid helium temperatures) up to about 30K, above
which temperature the thermodynamic losses of the mechanically simpler cryocoolers become
less dominant.
Thermodynamic Cycle
The reftigeration cycle is based upon the Collins cycle, which employs a single stack of heat
exchangers in which the compressed gas is first cooled. A portion of the gas is further cooled by
expansion, after which the cold expanded stream returns to the heat exchanger stack. There it
joins the low-pressure stream returning ftom the next lower temperature stage. The combined
streams cool the remaining portion of the high-pressure stream to near the exit temperature ofthe
expander. The effect is to reduce the temperature difference in the exchanger to a pinch point
where the two streams join at the exit temperature ofthe expander. Tapering the heat exchanger
stream-to-stream temperature difference with the pre-cooling expanders allows heat exchanger
surface to be concentrated in the lowest temperature exchangers where it is most effective in
improving the performance of the reftigerator.
The present cycle configuration differs in that an individual heat exchanger is associated
with each stage, rather than a stack of heat exchangers in series supplying high-pressure gas at
staged temperatures to each of several expander stages. With this configuration the highpressure stream is split at room temperature into sub-streams for each stage, as shown in Figure
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1. A heat exchanger for each stage pre-cools the high-pressure sub-stream to the inlet
temperature for the expander of the stage. Except in the coldest stage, the exhaust stream from
the expander is split. The larger stream returns through the low-pressure passage of the heat
exchanger, and the smaller stream flows to the next colder stage to enhance the pre-cooling of
the next stage. When two pre-cooling stages are employed in this manner, the third 10K stage is
very effectively pre-cooled, with the majority of its cooling power available to cool the load and
a smaller fraction required for heat exchanger loss. A rendering of the assembled device is
shown in Figure 2.
The objective in dividing the gas flow among the stages is to approach, to the extent possible
in a small number of modules, minimum entropy generation. Minta and Smith have shown2 that
the optimum performance of a cryocooler with a specified total heat exchanger surface is
achieved when each of the several stages has the same temperature ratio. Furthermore, Minta
and Smith have shown that the optimum performance is achieved when the temperature
differences between the two streams in the heat exchangers (ATHX) are scaled in proportion to
the absolute temperature.
Furthermore, this objective can be achieved by causing a heat
exchanger flow imbalance, Ilw/w, equal to AT/T. The condition for constant IlTmdT in the
upper section of the heat exchanger is used to determine the required pre-cooling flow for each
stage. Note also, that this requires that the "temperature pinch point" of a heat exchanger should
occur at the cold end, which generally requires that the flow rate of the low-pressure (colder)
stream be higher than that of the high-pressure (warmer) stream. This ideal is approached, more
or less, in the system of Figure 1, except for the heat exchanger of the first stage, which of
necessity has the opposite flow ratio necessary for a cold-end pinch point.
Based on the analysis ofMinta2, the IlTmdT for practical heat exchanger sizes will be in the
range of 0.05 to 0.1. An optimization of the loss due to pressure drop versus IlTHX (for a given
heat transfer surface) usually gives the total AP/P to be about 1/2 of ATHX/T. The cycle utilizes a
pressure ratio of 15 to 1, which results in a relatively small mass flow rate required for a given
refrigeration load, and consequently reduces the size of the heat exchangers.
A thermodynamic model has been developed to predict the performance of the modified
cycle. The model accounts for finite component efficiencies and process stream temperature
differences. Additional assumptions used in the analysis are:
(1) The compressor has an isothermal efficiency of 50%, which is consistent with the stateof-the-art of a two-stage intercooled terrestrial compressor.
(2) The expansion process is adiabatic and the expander has an adiabatic efficiency of 75%.
This takes into account piston blow-by, friction, and valve breathing losses, and is consistent
with the performance of similar floating and mechanically-actuated piston expanders measured
in the Cryogenics Engineering Laboratory oflViiT in the recent past.
(3) The system is adiabatic except for conduction of heat from the warm end along the heat
exchanger shell and cylinder (which forms the inner shell of the annular heat exchanger), and
"shuttle" heat transfer from the warm end as a result of heat transfer between the piston and
cylinder walls as the piston shuttles between warm and cold ends. Axial conduction along the
coiled heat exchanger tubing is negligible. All of the axial conduction and shuttle heat is
intercepted by the low-pressure gas in the heat exchanger that surrounds the cylinder.
(4) A 100% factor of safety is applied to the heat transfer correlation3.
Other heat losses from the surroundings, such as radiation, heat conduction in the electrical
leads to the valve actuators, and electrical dissipation in the power supply, current leads, and
actuators are expected to be small and were not included. Pressure losses in the heat exchangers
are not explicitly included in the thermodynamic analysis, but the heat exchangers are sized to
limit the pressure loss to less than 5% of the stream pressure.
The model predicts that a cryocooler capable of producing 2 Watts of cooling at 10K would
require only 528W of compressor power, which is only about 9 times the Carnot input. This is
comparable to the efficiency achieved by large-scale machines. Even allowing for significant
additional losses, it appears reasonable to conclude that the design should be capable of
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Figure 3. Single-Stage Expander
achieving significantly less than lkW of compressor power per Watt of cooling at 10K. A multitemperature level cooler has also been analyzed. Only 368W of compressor power was required
to provide O.5W of cooling at 10K, 3W at 30K, and 6Wat 77K. This performance is about 10
times the equivalent Camot input.
Floating Piston Expander
The floating piston expander, first studied by Jones4, illustrated conceptually in Figure 3 is a
key element in the cryocooler concept. By employing a floating piston, the expander provides a
highly effective expansion at a high-pressure ratio without the size, weight and geometric
constraints of a mechanical crosshead to stroke the piston and operate the cold valves via pull
rods. The expander consists of a piston (or displacer) that floats with the gas in a closed
cylinder. At the cold-end of the cylinder, high-pressure gas is admitted through the smart
electromagnetic inlet valve, and low-pressure gas exits through the smart electromagnetic
exhaust valve. A microprocessor controls the opening and closing of the valves to achieve
efficient expansion of the gas, and to minimize losses in the valves. The piston floating in the
cylinder moves to keep the pressure in the warm-end displacement volume nearly the same as
the pressure in the cold-end volume.
The analytical design of the three expanders for a 2W case is shown in Table 1. The piston
diameter is selected to achieve the required mass flow with an approximately square bore/stroke
while keeping the stroke ftequency between 1 and 4 Hz. However, there is considerable latitude
to apply other sizing criteria that would result in different dimensions and/or ftequencies.
The configuration for the warm end of the expander is also shown in Figure 3. The warm
end has three electromagnetic valves and a single warm gas reservoir. The three valves are flowcontrol throttling valves that control the velocity of the floating piston by controlling the rate of
gas flow into and out of the warm cylinder volume. With this configuration, the helium pressure
on the warm end ofthe piston is always essentially the same as the pressure on the cold end. The
piston floats quasi-statically on the gas in the cylinder with low velocities set by the throttling of
the gas in and out of the warm cylinder volume. The cold valves always open when there is
essentially no pressure difference across the valve. This reduces the actuating force required of
the cold valve actuators.

It is important to differentiate the floating piston from what is commonly known as a "free
piston." Free-piston expanders and compressors operate in a resonant mode in which the kinetic
energy of the piston is exchanged periodically with the potential energy of a gas spring. It is
difficult to achieve small cylinder clearance volumes with free pistons due to the danger of
collision with the cylinder head. Piston displacement and frequency are coupled and only
loosely regulated by the working fluid. In comparison, the floating piston displacement is quasistatic. Its motion is well below resonant frequency, and except for brief periods during the intake
event, the pressure is balanced on either end of the piston. The piston displacement sensors are
able to sequence the valves so as to precisely guide the piston gently to top and bottom deadcenter without fear of impact, while independently controlling piston frequency to any desired
value within a reasonable range.
An important feature of the floating-piston modular cycle configuration is that the floating
pistons do not require close-clearance seals. Since the piston is of low mass and floats with the
gas in the cylinder, the pressure difference between the warm and cold volumes is limited. In
addition, at steady cyclic conditions, the average total mass at the warm end is constant. Any
leakage from the cold end to the warm end through the piston-to-cylinder gap is balanced by the
leakage from the warm end to the cold end. The oscillating flow in the gap does not create
significant heat leak because the gap acts as an effective balanced flow regenerator. Also the
floating piston remains properly centered in the cylinder since it reaches the zero volume
condition at both ends of every stroke as a result of the controlled valve timing.
Smart Electromechanical

Valves

The modular cryocooler will utilize "smart" electro-magnetic valves in the multiple
expanders. The design for these valves is based on U.S. Patent 5,211,372, but the specific
configuration of these valves has evolved significantly. "Smart" valves of this design have been
employed successfully in the Boreas cryocooler. These valves operate at 4.5K and have been
shown to have dissipation levels of only a few milliwatts.
An improved valve configuration has evolved from the need to fully utilize the available
diameter of the expander for active magnetic components, coils and cores. As shown in Figure
4, the new valve arrangement is a concentric design, with the exhaust valve located concentricly
outside of the inlet valve. The moving valve element is a flat ring that closes the valve ports in a
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flat valve plate that is also the cold-end cylinder head of the expander. The valve ring is made of
magnetic steel. The valve is opened by a magnetic force that lifts the valve off of the seat. The
force is ITom the magnetic attraction of the valve ring to the magnetic steel yoke that is around
the ring coil of conductor carrying the valve actuation current.
The valve port area for each valve is evenly divided between multiple ports through the
valve plate. This subdivision of the valve port area significantly reduces the required lift for the
valve. Having a small lift for the valve ring significantly reduces the current required to generate
the force to lift the valve. This design for reduced lift is widely utilized in pressure operated gas
compressor valves. The ring disk valve also matches the geometric requirement that the
magnetic gap area is significantly larger than the gas port area. The improved configuration for
the valves provides the valve sealing force by the pressure difference across the valve. A smaller
initial closing and sealing force is provided by a permanent magnetic valve spring.
A unique feature of the new valve configuration is that the coil and magnetic yoke for the
exhaust valve are located inside the cylinder of the expander. This is acceptable since the yoke
and coil are filled or potted to be solid with no gas volumes to add to the clearance volume of the
cylinder. With the yoke and coil on the cylinder side of the valve plate, the exhaust valve has the
gas pressure difference providing the sealing force. The valve opens by having the magnetic
force pull the valve ring into the cylinder. The only additional clearance volume is the swept
volume of the valve ring motion. Since the cold-end valves do not have to open against a
significant pressure difference, the required magnetic force and thus the electrical dissipation
associated with opening the cold valves is significantly reduced.
The electronic circuit that drives the valve is designed to match the force-position
characteristics imposed by the gas pressure and spring force of the valve. The driving circuit
delivers a shaped current pulse that provides a high force for a few milliseconds to rapidly lift the
valve offtheseat and to overcome the gas pressure-difference holding the valve closed. Once gas
pressure has equalized across the valve, the driving circuit delivers a much lower level of force
to continue the motion of the valve-piston to the wide-open position, and to hold the valve open.
The shaping of the current pulse thus provides adequate opening force but avoids high velocity
impact at the wide-open position that would result if a constant voltage were applied to the valve.
Similarly, a shaped current pulse is applied to decelerate the valve at closing to avoid heavy
impact, while permitting a relatively high closing velocity up to the point of contact. The shaped
current pulse used to operate the valve is another feature that provides long life and very low
electrical dissipation. The function of the smart valve control is not only to provide a desirable
valve stroke profile, but also to control the piston displacement and frequency. Consequently,
valve actuation will be guided by piston position sensors, and pressure transducers. Hall-effect
sensors will be used to determine piston location by measuring the radial magnetic field strength
of a permanent magnet located within the piston.
Heat Exchangers
Two significant features of the heat exchangers in the proposed design are their use of a
simple two-passage design, and unidirectional flow in each passage.
A two-passage heat
exchanger simplifies manifold design while permitting unidirectional (continuous) flow in each
passage. Unidirectional flow offers the advantage of significantly lower thermal losses than are
typically experienced with oscillating pressure flow in the regenerative (one-passage) heat
exchangers typical of G-M and Stirling cycles operating below about 20K., where the regenerator
heat capacity is very low.
The modular cryocooler will have cross-counter flow heat exchangers in an annular space
formed around each expander cylinder. Small diameter finned tubing will be wound around the
expander cylinder. High-pressure gas :/Tornthe compressor will feed into the finned tubes at the
warm end and will manifold directly into the inlet valve plenum of the expander at the cold end.
The low-pressure passage between the ID tube wall and the cover tube will connect directly to
the compressor suction at the warm end. The flow split for the pre-cooling flow is adjusted with
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low-pressure valves (not shown) at the warm end of each exchanger. At the cold end, the lowpressure passage connects directly to the expander exhaust valve plenum. Pre-cooling gas for
the next colder stage will feed directly from the exhaust plenum to the pre-cooling port in the
low-pressure passage of the next stage. For the coldest stage the expanded gas will feed from the
exhaust plenum to the cold plate of the heat load, and will then return to the low-pressure
passage.
The results of a heat exchanger sizing analysis for a 2W design are presented in Table 2.
The heat exchanger design is matched to and coordinated with the dimensions of the associated
expander. The:fin spacing and the annular width of the low-pressure passage are matched to
give the required NTU and .tlP/p (pressure loss) for the low-pressure side. The tube diameter for
the high-pressure passage is selected to give the required .tlP/P for the high-pressure side. The
length of the heat exchanger annulus is matched to the length of the expander cylinder. The axial
location of the pre-cooling port in the outer shell of the heat exchanger annulus is determined to
provide the required ratio ofNTU's for the upper and lower portions of the heat exchanger.
CONCLUSION
Successful development of this cryocooler concept will result in a compact, reliable and
low-cost cryocooler with efficiency several times better than current technology.
This will
benefit military and civilian space missions by meeting the need for 10K cooling while reducing
the payload burden associated with thermal management. Terrestrial applications will benefit
from the size reduction and improved efficiency of this device with respect to current technology
of similar capacity and cost.
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